Lift Solutions

sherpa®
goods lift
The compact goods lift for
transporting your goods.

SHERPA® MOVE MORE, DO MORE

IMPROVE BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY BY MOVING MORE,
IN LESS TIME.

The Sherpa can now move up to 4.5 tonnes which reduces unloading time and increases throughput. It is now possible to reach
similar lifting capacities as a hydraulic lift with all of the space
saving benefits of the Sherpa. No pit, no machine room, a selfsupporting steel frame shaft and much shorter installation times
all resulting in a smaller overall project cost.

PRACTICAL. EASY. RELIABLE.
Can be easily integrated into existing buildings
or rack systems
Free-standing lift structure

Tailor-made cabin dimensions

Minimal pit required

No separate machine room necessary

Easy and fast installation
In accordance with European Machinery Directive
2006/42/EG
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LIFT SOLUTIONS

LIFT SOLUTIONS

SHERPA® GOODS LIFT

SHERPA® GOODS LIFT
Inspection hatch
Lifting beam
min.
50

INCLUDED
Hanging ladder

Self-supporting steel shaft with

Primed or painted hinged doors

210

min. 700

or galvanised

Cabin depth

Shaft supplied prime coated

Installation depth

Cabin made of steel

Headroom

Door height = Cabin height

sheet metal cladding

Drive integrated in the shaft head
Distance between levels

Control mounted on the shaft cabinet
Energy-saving gear motor with
an integrated disk brake
Cabin width = Door width

Lifting height

Installation width

UPON REQUEST
Fire-resistant doors

Configure your SHERPA®
goods lift online!

Distance between levels

Frequency converter

Ramp instead of pit
Ram protection in the cabin
External key switch
Cabin ceiling with LED-lighting

https://www.lodige.com/SHERPAconfigurator/?lang=en

Pit depth
Ramp

Finishes in RAL-colors
Further options possible

TECHNICAL DATA
Load capacity
Nominal speed
Energy classes

No. of stopping points
Lifting height

0.2 m/s
2 to 6
up to 18 m

Cabin width

900 to 2,800 mm

Cabin depth

1,200 to 4,500 mm

Cabin height

1,800 to 2,800 mm

Shaft depth

1,270 to 3,600 mm

Shaft length

1,340 to 4,840 mm

Pit depth (depending on the load capacity)
Through our ecological design we usually achieve with
our goods lifts energy class A.

up to 4,500 kg

70/90/110/130/150 mm

Special designs in terms of size, conveying height and material possible on request. Technical specifications for planning purposes only. Subject to change.

LIFT SOLUTIONS

SHERPA® GOODS LIFTS
INSTALLATION EXAMPLES

WE WOULD BE PLEASED TO ADVISE YOU:
Lödige Industries GmbH
Wilhelm-Lödige-Str. 1 | 34414 Warburg
Tel.: +49 5642 702-0
Fax: +49 5642 702-111
E-mail: info@lodige.com
WWW.LODIGE.COM
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Special design (explosion protection)

Lödige Service
We offer full service for your
equipment after the installation:
maintenance, spare parts, etc.
Feel free to contact us.

+49 5642 702-600

